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About This Game

Now with a full 3-D remake, FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS can now be played as never before on PC. Take
part in the epic sequel that unfolds nearly two decades after the events of FINAL FANTASY IV. Classic characters make their

return alongside several new heroes, such as Ceodore, son of Cecil and Rosa.

Story : Seventeen years have passed since the war's end, and the son born to King Cecil and Queen Rosa of Baron has grown
into a young man. Prince Ceodore has enlisted in the airship fleet known as the Red Wings, eager to meet the expectations

demanded of his blood and station. Yet once more another moon has appeared in the sky, and with it vast hordes of monsters
intent on destruction. The brief peace enjoyed by the Blue Planet now stands threatened under the shadow of impending

catastrophe.

Ten Playable Tales

Begin your journey with "Ceodore's Tale." Complete it to unlock the tales of six additional characters, which can be played in
any order, and then return to the core story with "Kain's Tale," "The Lunarian's Tale," and "The Crystals." A total of ten tales in

all, and all contained in FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS.

Active Time Battle
Take control of exhilarating combat made possible by the non-stop action in Square Enix's iconic battle system.

Lunar Phases
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Feel the moon's presence in combat, as its waxing and waning influences the potency of attacks and abilities of all combatants.
Lunar phases cycle naturally with the passage of in-game time, or when resting at an inn, tent, or cottage.

Band Abilities
Combine the strength of your party members to awesome effect with Band abilities that can be unlocked through in-game

events or by levelling your characters' Affinity.

Minimap
Keep an eye on your current location and nearby surroundings, or click for quick access to the world map.

  Includes STEAM Trading cards!
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I live with my daughter's family now and bought this game for my granddaughters. They played for at least two hours and even
their mother got involved. She played for about thirty minutes. They had so much fun.

The girls are 10 and 12, a perfect age for something like this. As for me, well I had to get it set up didn't I? I had a blast and a
workout. This is a great family game. It's fun, humorous, sometimes silly. Even the spectators are calling out numbers for the
chef or telling the waitress that they just passed someone who needs a green drink.

There are no stars for rating so let's say I give it six out of five.. The combat is a classic easy to learn, tough to master type. The
story easy to follow, and the game rewards players that clear areas flawlessly. It's well worth the price. The difficulty isn't too
hard, especially if you are playing with a controller instead of mouse and keyboard. I would highly recommend this game.. 46
minutes is how long it took me to beat the single player campaign on normal difficulty. That would be fine for a $10-15 game,
but not a $30 one.

This game is not up to par. The campaign if you want to call it that is just going from fight to fight with zero fanfare or anything
interesting to spice it up. When i beat the game i didnt even know it was my last fight, and was like "what that's it?" when it said
i had completed the game.

The gameplay is simple, and compared to Knockout League it simply doesn't hold a candle. If you are interested in this title, buy
it on a deep sale only.. I really wanted this game to be good, but I just don't enjoy it. The gameplay has kind of a late 90s feel to
it, along with a comparable AI. Despite frequent mentions of franchise mode, you have 0 control over your franchise. There are
no substitutions, trades, free agency, draft...any of the things one would want from a franchise mode. What sucks is that
franchise mode is currently what I like least about Madden, so I would expect a competitor to offer something there.

I've yet to master the passing mechanic, which I did find intriguing, but given the graphics and in-game physics, really hard to
adjust to. I ended up requesting a refund, as I felt the advertisement of a franchise mode was very misleading.. Beautiful game.
But as others said, very easy. Probably more for younger players.. I like frogs. I like haunted islands. I like doing detective work.
All things that can be found here, in Grace Bruxner's excellent Frog Detective game. It's short and sweet, and that's how I like
it.. This game is just absolutely terrible. If you actly like to play Bomber Man games, go play the MelonBomber mod on Garry's
Mod - that is a LOT more fun.. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Eyegasm
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Meh
\u2610 Tiger Electronics LCD Quality

---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Dear lord save me

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
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\u2611 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2610 Human

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press 'A\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2611 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2611 Average grind level
\u2610 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second live for grinding

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Long enough for checking on your Tamagotchi
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
\u2611 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 It\u2019s free!
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 That's cash in the trash

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 What bugs?
\u2611 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 ARK: Survival Evolved
\u2610 Sonic '06. Similar to Hero Clickers; I enjoy this as a casual, time passing, inactive game to play more than I would an
active and consistently played game. The graphics, effects, and artwork are all really neat, but it feels a little convoluted in its
design for player readiness and easing people into what to do.. Made sure I finished the game (no spoilers, BTW), and even 
earned all the achievements.

First of all, the presentation of design is lacking. Of course, it's just a car game in entirely 2D top down. Though on the
bright side, controls are not that hard to use. But as a person with a thing about repetition and cliches, it's the most 
cheapest control design that can be made by anybody. Final thing about design, it's entirely a game developed by beginners.
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But underneath this beginner-made game is its uniqueness. The gameplay is enjoyable at least. I enjoyed running from point
A to B. Kinda because I often play delivery guy. The AIs were easy to deal with too. At least they aren't impossible to take
down. Did a lot of grinding for 10-30 minutes so I was able to get far and proceed towards the end of the game. I used every
tactic of what a player would do in a top-down (car) shooter game.

Of course there are several things I would've expected while I was busy trying to finish this game. That problem was: No
conveniences, such as saving armor setups...at least that's the only thing I would've expected.

For a game at a beginner's level, I'd say it's worth my 3 and a half-hours of finishing this entire game. These guys may have
potential for their future game development plans.

Personal Notes: The armor system reminded me of Darkwind.
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Seems like i have to remake my review.
It remains negative.
Lack of content for editors.
Very underwhelming.

thank.. Echoing what others have said about Oculus. Touch controllers don't work and it doesn't appear that the developers are
working on it. I don't recommend this for OCULUS ONLY. Having played on the Vive, I found it to be enjoyable..
Unfortunately, the game always registers a crash on exit.

Otherwise, a cool game in the FarCry \/ Assassin's Creed \/ Tomb Raider style, that performs rather nicely.. Tried to get an
achievement that you either get by playing the game for a while or work together with friends to get. Almost got the
achievement if it weren't for a friend ending the game.

10\/10 would disown friend again.. For only 1,99 Euro this game is fun.
It can be played by anybody.
It's simple gameplay like it's older predecessors, but with better graphics and few more options.
It even has achievements and trading cards.
8\/10.. this is caca poo poo lmao. Very poor game. Aside from the basic graphics, it fails at a number of simple hurdles -
Nothing fancy, nothing complicated, just the basics. For example, swapping on-pitch player positions mid-game counts as a
substitution and prevents later subbing of either player. Managerial careers have no challenge or excitement, games don't build
any kind of tension and are mundane to watch, and in the end the game simply lacks in every aspect. Will go searching for my
refund immediately.
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